
At Gay Bowl XIX in New York City, it was 
announced that, moving forward, all Gay 
Bowl logos would utilize a standard design 
element called the Gay Bowl “Frame.”
The frame incorporates the NGFFL logo and allows for each host to 
create a unique expression specific to their event.

This document outlines the use of the Frame and provides guidelines, 
examples and suggestions for content.
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This frame helps provide standardization of Gay Bowl logos while offering flexibility 
for candidate or host cities to include graphic elements unique to their city or venue.

The NGFFL Gay Bowl Logo Frame



Use the area within the Gay Bowl Frame to create graphics 
that are unique to the host.

You must include:
•  the words “Gay Bowl” and the Roman numeral specific to 

the event (font, capitalization, style is up to host committee)
• the name of the host city name or abbreviation

Do not include:
• a football (there’s already a football in the NGFFL logo)

You may change the black of the frame to your preferred color/pattern/gradient.
Do not change the colors in the NGFFL logo, unless it’s a one-color version.
Do not extend your design outside the frame.

The NGFFL Gay Bowl Logo
Design Specifications



Create the following versions for print and digital applications:
• full-color logo 
• flat-color logo (no gradients or effects)
• one-color logo in black
• one-color logo in white

Create your logos in the following file formats:
• .eps (Illustrator CC) CMYK 
• .png (72ppi and 600ppi) RGB or HEX

The NGFFL Gay Bowl Logo
Design Specifications

Thought starters for Gay Bowl logo designs:
• cityscape/skyline
• symbol related to location: monument, ephemera
• pattern/texture related to location: terrain, ocean
• tools of the game: down markers, fields, flags



The NGFFL Gay Bowl Logo
Design Inspiration

utilized polynesian pattern/texture utilized city skyline/national colors utilized desert color pattern/landscape

city not selected: vegas spotlightscity not selected: vegas skyline/slots

tropical/native flora

city not selected: spotlights/lgbtq colors

logo not selected: iconic architecture, hilly 
terrain, field, and local sports colors

utilized simplified environment elements, 
and local sports colors


